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High value of meat consumed in 
Afghanistan but amount consumed low
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Background to project

• Aim of three-month pilot project was to:

– Identify market opportunities for livestock and 
livestock products and constraints to 
producers receiving higher returns from 
livestock products as a viable alternative to 
poppy production

• Project focused on sheep, goats and cattle. ??

• Assessed strength of demand for / trade in red 
meat, wool, skins and hides

• Assessed main constraints to the participation of 
farmers in the market for livestock / livestock 
products.



Methodology: field work conducted 
in January and February 2005

• Group interviews held in four villages close 
to Kunduz and in three villages close to 
Kandahar

• Sixty traders interviewed spread equally 
between Kabul, Kandahar and Kunduz
livestock markets

• Skin, hides and wool traders and butchers 
interviewed in these three cities





Significant results



Families own too few animals
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One or two farmers in each village do 

exploit the market opportunities by 

fattening some lambs

9040Margin-over-feed costs
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Sheep Prices

Survey results do not indicate there would be Survey results do not indicate there would be 

strong incentives to move animals between strong incentives to move animals between 

regions to capitalize on price differentialsregions to capitalize on price differentials



Numbers of traders operating in theNumbers of traders operating in the

market is relatively largemarket is relatively large
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Numbers of animals traded isNumbers of animals traded is

relatively small per traderrelatively small per trader
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Informal fees appear to comprise Informal fees appear to comprise 

a substantial amount which can a substantial amount which can 

substantially increasesubstantially increase

marketing costsmarketing costs
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How lower transaction costs could
increase returns to producers

With 
informal 

payments

Market fees $0.2 

Storage $1 - $3

Transportation $3 - 5

Trader margin $7

Informal payments $10 - 25

Farm-level price $55 - 74

Without 
informal 

payments

Farm-
level 
price 
$79 - 83

Sales 
price for 
medium 
sheep $95



Market information systems (MIS) 
contribute to efficient marketing chains

• MIS help:

– Producers take 
decisions about 
where and when to 
sell animals and 
thereby increase 
returns

– Help ensure that 
prices offered are 
fair

Credit: Solidarites, Yakawlang District



Added value of skins and hides 
gained by tanneries in Pakistan



Has the project had any impact?

• Because a pilot project no impact 
expected at farm level

• New World Bank project on livestock sub-
sector likely to include activity on sheep 
fattening

• Implementation of new strategy for the 
pastoralists (Kuchi) is likely to include 
promotion of sheep fattening



Is fattening sheep an alternative to 
poppy cultivation?
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Future needs
• Balanced diets based on locally available 

feeds would enhance animal growth rates
• Loan-scheme needed to enable farmers to 

purchase lambs, medicines and feed
• In-kind restocking scheme would benefit 

poorest households without livestock
• Where crops and orchards dominate and 

limited access to grazing areas, exploiting 
added value potential of animals would raise 
family income

• Characterize sheep breeds for potential to 
grow and fatten



Conclusions

• More efficient 
marketing chains 
could enhance 
producer incomes

• Fattening of sheep 
could serve as a 
partial alternative 
to growing poppies



Thank you


